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Summary

Cellular life emerged ~3.7 billion years ago. With scant exception, terrestrial organisms have evolved under predictable daily cycles due to the Earth’s rotation. The advantage conferred upon organisms that anticipate such environmental cycles has driven the evolution of endogenous circadian rhythms that tune internal physiology to external conditions. The molecular phylogeny of mechanisms driving these rhythms has been difficult to dissect because identified clock genes and proteins are not conserved across the domains of life: Bacteria, Archaea and Eukaryota. Here we show that oxidation-reduction cycles of peroxiredoxin proteins constitute a universal marker for circadian rhythms in all domains of life, by characterising their oscillations in a variety of model organisms. Furthermore, we explore the interconnectivity between these metabolic cycles and transcription-translation feedback loops of the clockwork in each system. Our results suggest an intimate co-evolution of cellular time-keeping with redox homeostatic mechanisms following the Great Oxidation Event ~2.5 billion years ago.

Circadian rhythms are considered to be a feature of almost all living cells. When isolated from external stimuli, organisms exhibit self-sustained cycles in behaviour, physiology and metabolism, with a period of approx. 24 hours1. Circadian clocks afford competitive selective advantages that have been observed experimentally2,3, whilst disturbance of circadian timing in humans, as seen in rotational shift work and jet-lag, carries long-term
health costs. For all organisms in which the molecular timing mechanism has been investigated, a common model has arisen, namely a transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL). TTFL components are not, however, shared between organisms. For example, the cyanobacterial clock is modelled around three proteins: KaiA, B and C. In the fungus Neurospora crassa, a loop involving FRQ and the white-collar (WC) complex is thought to drive cellular rhythms, whilst the plant TTFL involves elements including TOC1 and CCA1. Furthermore, although some multicellular organisms such as Drosophila and humans possess homologous components (e.g. the PERIOD proteins), their functions appear to differ between organisms. Therefore, across phylogenetic kingdoms, there are apparently no common ‘clock’ components, suggesting that daily timekeeping evolved independently within different lineages. The converse, however, could equally be true, and the primary premise of this study was therefore to test the hypothesis that circadian clocks may instead have a common ancestry.

**Conservation of PRX in circadian systems**

Recent studies show that the oxidation state of highly-conserved peroxiredoxin (PRX) proteins exhibit circadian oscillations in cells from humans, mice and marine algae, most likely reflecting an endogenous rhythm in the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Since virtually all living organisms possess peroxiredoxins, we hypothesised that this marker for circadian rhythms in metabolism may be functionally conserved across all three phylogenetic domains: Archaea, Bacteria and Eukaryota. Peroxiredoxins are peroxidases, whose activity is dependent upon oxidation of a key “peroxidatic” cysteine residue (Cp) in the active site, that is absolutely conserved, as are neighbouring proline and threonine/serine residues: conforming to a Pxxx(T/S)xxC consensus. Critically, the catalytic cysteine can become over- or hyper-oxidised (PRX-SO2/3), rendering the peroxiredoxin catalytically inactive, but able to participate in ROS signalling and chaperone activity. Once overoxidised, PRX can be recycled by sulfiredoxin.

We previously characterised circadian cycles of peroxiredoxin oxidation using antiserum directed against the oxidised active site, which recognises both over- (PRX-SO2) and hyper-oxidised (PRX-SO3) forms. To determine if this antiserum (raised against an oxidised DFTFVCPT EI peptide) could be used to assay over-/hyper-oxidation in diverse species, we performed multiple sequence alignments to compare peroxiredoxin protein sequences across a variety of circadian model organisms. This revealed a remarkable degree of conservation across all phylogenetic domains, especially within the active site (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. S1 and Table S1-7). Indeed, even when we examined the structure of HyrA, the most distantly related peroxiredoxin orthologue in the archaeon Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1, we found that amino acid substitutions would not appear to perturb the geometry of the active site (Fig. 1b). Together, these findings suggested that the same antiserum could be used to probe oxidation rhythms in potentially any organism expressing a peroxiredoxin protein. This was confirmed by gene knockout and peroxide treatment in several representative organisms (Supplementary Fig. S3, S7-9).

**Peroxiredoxin rhythms in eukaryotes**

Using the PRX-SO2/3 antiserum, we first examined circadian time-courses from a range of eukaryotes under constant conditions (that is, in the absence of external timing cues). In mice, PRX-SO2/3 and total PRX1 exhibited a daily cycle in liver tissue and also in the central pacemaker, the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the hypothalamus (Fig. 2a). Interestingly between the two tissues, peroxiredoxin oxidation rhythms were in distinct, and different, phase relationships with respect to total PRX1 and BMAL1 protein, suggesting a
difference between brain and peripheral tissue (Fig. 2a), as observed previously for other clock components.15

To extend these findings beyond vertebrates, we examined peroxiredoxin rhythms in the fruit fly, *Drosophila melanogaster*. We pooled whole heads from insects maintained in constant darkness (DD) over two circadian cycles after they had been stably entrained to 12 hours light, 12 hours dark cycles (LD 12:12). Again, circadian oscillations in PRX-SO\textsubscript{2/3} immunoreactivity were observed, as well as in the clock protein TIMELESS (TIM) (Fig. 2b). Similarly, seedlings from the plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* exhibited robust PRX-SO\textsubscript{2/3} oscillations in free-running conditions of constant light (LL), which were also seen in the filamentous fungus *Neurospora crassa*, another well-characterised clock model system (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Fig. S2). Therefore, just as in tissue from ‘complex’ vertebrates, this range of ‘simpler’ eukaryotic systems displayed robust PRX oxidation cycles, with peaks tending to occur around anticipated dawn.

**Peroxiredoxin rhythms in prokaryotes**

Having observed ~24 hour PRX oxidation rhythms in organisms with nucleated cells, we next sought to examine representative prokaryotes from each major domain – Bacteria and Archaea. For bacteria, we utilised the best characterised prokaryotic clock model system, *Synechococcus elongatus* PCC7942.16 The major proteins involved in the cyanobacterial clockwork are encoded by the KaiABC cluster from which, remarkably, circadian oscillations of phosphorylation can be reconstituted *in vitro*.17 However, since all three Kai proteins are only expressed together in a small number of bacterial species, and in no known archaea,18 this system cannot represent a general prokaryotic clock mechanism. We postulated that, regardless of timekeeping mechanism, the PRX oxidation cycles we observe reflect an absolutely conserved rhythmic cellular output. We tested this by assaying PRX-SO\textsubscript{2/3} under free-running conditions (constant light, LL) for 48 hours, and observed cycles of cyanobacterial PRX oxidation, peaking later than phospho-KaiC (Fig. 3a).

Finally, we extended our studies to the third phylogenetic domain, Archaea, assaying rhythms of peroxiredoxin oxidation in *Halobacterium salinarum* NRC-1. Whilst no clock mechanisms have been identified for any archaeon, diurnal transcriptional rhythms were recently observed in *H. salinarum*, and it thus represents an ideal platform to test whether PRX oxidation constitutes a universal marker for cellular rhythms. After entraining the archaea for three cycles in LD12:12, we placed them into LL at constant temperature. We observed robust, high amplitude circadian oscillations of PRX-SO\textsubscript{2/3} for three cycles (Fig. 3b). Together, our findings in evolutionarily diverse prokaryotes provide compelling evidence that rhythmic peroxiredoxin oxidation is a conserved circadian marker across phylogenetic domains.

**Relations between PRX cycles and TTFLs**

In all circadian model systems, the proposed clock mechanism revolves around a transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL).5,20,21 Therefore, how do the metabolic rhythms observable through peroxiredoxin oxidation relate to, and interact with, the known transcriptional clockwork in different organisms? Again, we employed several model organisms, with available ‘clock’ mutants, to answer this question.

The *Drosophila* transcriptional clockwork is structurally similar to the mammalian TTFL, although there are some important differences.22 In flies, CLOCK and CYCLE (orthologous to mammalian BMAL1) comprise the positive limb, driving oscillatory expression of PERIOD (PER) and TIMELESS (TIM). PER and TIM negatively regulate their own expression, closing the loop5,6. This circuit can be disrupted by many mutations.23 Two
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mutants, *per*01 and *Clk*Jrk, are behaviourally arrhythmic, and show non-cycling expression of circadian components, including PER and TIM24,25. In order to examine peroxiredoxin oxidation patterns in these mutants, they were entrained as described above for wild type (Canton-S) flies. We observed two circadian cycles of PRX-SO2/3 oscillation, with an altered circadian phase relative to wild type. This indicates the presence of an underlying capacity for circadian timing in both mutant strains, which was clearly perturbed by the absence of functional transcriptional feedback circuitry (Fig. 4a).

To establish the wider relevance of these findings, we also examined similar mutants in the fungus *Neurospora crassa*. The *frequency* (*frq*) locus encodes a critical element in the TTFL of *Neurospora*, in addition to the PAS-containing white collar (WC) transcription factors26. In the long-period *frq7* mutant27, PRX oxidation rhythms exhibited a similarly lengthened period, with an altered phase relative to rhythms in FRQ protein abundance (Fig. 4b). Deletion of the *frq* locus characterises the *frq10* strain, and measurable markers of clock output such as its spore-forming (‘conidiation’) rhythm, are profoundly perturbed in these fungi, although apparently stochastic oscillations can re-emerge under various growth conditions27-29. Circadian rhythms of PRX oxidation were, however, clearly seen in *frq10* mutants sampled in constant darkness (Fig. 4b), with a delayed phase relative to wild type (bd) fungi. This illustrates that PRX rhythms represent an alternative readout for an oscillator that persists in the absence of a FRQ-dependent clock.

We next examined the phenotypes of mutant circadian transcriptional regulators in photosynthetic eukaryotes and prokaryotes. The transcriptional clockwork of the plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* and the alga *Ostreococcus tauri* are very similar and rely on circadian oscillation of TOC1. Accordingly, overexpressing TOC1 in either species disrupts transcriptional rhythms30,31. In such strains, under LL, we observed persistent oscillations of PRX oxidation, albeit with altered amplitude and phase relative to controls (Supplementary Fig. S2,3). Finally, in cyanobacteria we assayed PRX oxidation in the arrhythmic KaiA deletion strain, AMC70232. Strikingly, an approx. 24 hour rhythm of PRX oxidation persisted despite a functional Kai-based oscillator being absent, again in an altered phase relative to wild type (Fig. 5a). Taken together, these observations imply that metabolic rhythms remain closely aligned to transcriptional feedback mechanisms when those mechanisms are present. Critically, however, metabolic rhythms persist even when cycling clock gene transcription is abolished (summarised in Supplementary Table S9).

Having determined the TTFL influence on peroxiredoxin oxidation rhythms, we reciprocally tested whether rhythmic PRX oxidation is required for timekeeping, using TTFL components as markers of the clockwork. We assayed reporter bioluminescence and delayed fluorescence in mutant *Synechococcus elongatus* and *A. thaliana* lines, respectively, that were deficient in 2-CysPRX (*Synechococcus* Δ2-CysPRX, Accession AAP49028; *Arabidopsis* double mutant: Δ2-CysPRXA/Δ2-CysPRXB, Accessions NM_111995, NM_120712)33. In these mutants, circadian rhythms persisted with wild type period, albeit significantly perturbed in either phase or amplitude, relative to controls (Fig. 5b, Supplementary Fig. S9). This suggests that peroxiredoxins are not required for oscillator function in systems that possess an alternative timing mechanism, namely a transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL). On the other hand, our findings in TTFL mutants reveal that cellular components that are required for rhythmic outputs are not essential to rhythms in redox metabolism. Given the information that we have about the above model organisms, employed commonly to study clock biology, we suggest that both PRX and TTFL components of the circadian system are important, but potentially individually dispensable for circadian rhythms at the cellular level. Moreover, the phenotypes of these mutants suggest that cellular ROS balance is important for robust clock function, as was described recently in *Neurospora*34.
Implications for clock evolution

We have observed ~24 hour cycles of peroxiredoxin oxidation-reduction in all domains of life and consequently, the possibility that cellular rhythms share a common molecular origin seems increasingly plausible. Since the cellular role of peroxiredoxins principally involves removal of toxic metabolic by-products (ROS), we hypothesised that the ability to survive cycles of oxidative stress may have contributed a selective advantage from the beginnings of aerobic life.

Approximately 2.5 billion years ago, photosynthetic bacteria acquired the capacity for photo-dissociation of water, leading to the geologically rapid accumulation of molecular oxygen during the Great Oxidation Event (GOE), when anaerobic life underwent a catastrophic decline. Evidently, organisms that survived the transition to an aerobic environment were those that respired and/or evolved oxygen. Since electron transport chains involving oxygen inevitably produce toxic superoxide anions as by-products, during the GOE, successful organisms had to acquire ROS removal systems or were relegated to anaerobic niches. Superoxide dismutase, which converts superoxide to hydrogen peroxide, is ubiquitous and, like PRX (the major cellular H$_2$O$_2$ ‘sink’), is estimated to have arisen around the time of the GOE, the same era during which the most ancient known clock mechanism (the Kai oscillator) evolved. Importantly, we note that (1) during the GOE, rhythms of O$_2$ production/consumption and ROS generation would have been driven by the solar cycle, as they are today; (2) metabolic/oxidation rhythms appear to be present in every organism with a circadian clock, all of which are aerobes, and these rhythms persist in the absence of transcriptional cycles; (3) circadian timekeeping confers a selective advantage when it facilitates anticipation of environmental change (noxious or otherwise).

We believe that the most reasonable interpretation is that cellular metabolism in the most competitive early aerobes adapted to confer anticipation of, and resonate with, environmental cycles in energy supply and oxidative stress. We presume that the echoes of this ancient evolutionary adaptation are revealed by the conserved PRX oxidation cycles we now observe in disparate organisms, implying that over the last 2.5 billion years, ROS and metabolic pathways must have co-evolved with the cellular clockwork, and are likely interlinked. On top of this, additional cellular mechanisms appear to have been incorporated, when advantageous, as they arose over time. For example, in eukaryotes, the timekeeping contribution made by certain post-translational mechanisms (such as casein kinase) is conserved across multiple disparate organisms, whereas clock gene transcription factors are widely divergent, having evolved and been introduced more recently (see Fig. 6).

If there was significant pressure for the co-evolution of metabolic/ROS pathways with cellular timekeeping systems, then evidence for this should exist in the phylogenetic trees of their component mechanisms. To substantiate this we used the Mirrortree algorithm to assess the degree of co-evolution between the 2-Cys peroxiredoxin family, representing metabolism/ROS pathways, with the most ancient characterised clock mechanism: the three cyanobacterial Kai proteins. Since the Kai proteins are found exclusively in prokaryotes, we focused on these for our analysis. All three components of the cyanobacterial oscillator appear to have co-evolved with 2-Cys peroxiredoxins, as revealed by the strong correlation between the distances of respective proteins within each phylogenetic tree (KaiA, r=0.784; KaiB, r=0.883; KaiC, r=0.865; p < 1 x 10$^{-6}$ for all) (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. S4). Most significantly, when evolution of KaiC (the most ancient member) was compared with other absolutely conserved protein families, the three highest correlations observed were for the other two clock components (KaiA and KaiB) and PRX (Supplementary Fig. S5 and Table S8). This implies that similarities in the evolutionary profiles of these cellular mechanisms go beyond those that would be expected simply based on time since a common
ancestry because even highly conserved proteins had significantly inferior correlations to PRX (Supplementary Fig. S6 and Table S8)\(^2\). Given that Kai proteins are not found in eukaryotic systems, but metabolic rhythms such as those observed in peroxiredoxin oxidation are, our results imply that metabolic rhythms are at least as ancient as, and pre-date most, phylum-specific timekeeping mechanisms, but are intrinsically integrated with them in modern organisms.

**Concluding remarks**

Placed within the context of what we know about transcription factor components of the eukaryotic clockwork, a striking convergence upon oxygen and redox metabolism is apparent. It has long been recognised that oxygen-sensing PAS-domain proteins are involved in the clockwork of many eukaryotes, but the rationale behind this has remained elusive\(^23,43-45\). In light of our current findings, we speculate that sensing and responding to oxidative cycles in cellular environments could have driven the evolution of circadian rhythms, and maintained the intrinsic link between clocks and metabolism (Fig. 6). A direct prediction therefore, is that organisms that lack ROS detoxification systems will not have circadian rhythms. At least one such class of organism exists on Earth, an example being the hyperthermophilic archaea *Methanopyri* (NCBI Taxonomy ID: 183988). Given its distinct anoxic environmental niche and methanogenic metabolism\(^46\), there may never have been a selective evolutionary pressure to develop circadian timekeeping as we know it.

**Materials and Methods**

**Organisms and Strains**

**Arabidopsis thaliana**—Surface-sterilised *Arabidopsis thaliana* seeds (Ws) were plated on solid medium (1.2% agar plus 0.5 × Murashige & Skoog medium (Duchefa Biochemie, Leiden, the Netherlands), pH 5.8), vernalised at 4 °C for 4 days, and grown for 7 days under 12h :12h light-dark cycles under cool-white fluorescent tubes (70-100 \(\mu\text{Em}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\)) at 20 °C before transfer to constant light conditions at ZT0. Plantlets were sampled every 4h for 3 days by snap-freezing 15 seedlings per sample in liquid N\(_2\). Tissue was crushed in a Tissue Lyser (Eppendorf) using a 1/8 inch chrome ball (Spheric-Trafalgar Ltd., London, UK) and tissue was thawed in extraction buffer (8 M Urea, 300 mMNaCl, 100 mMTris pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 4% Poly(vinylpolypyrrolidone), 1% NP40, and 2x Complete protease inhibitors (Roche)) and incubated on ice for 15 minutes, vortexing every 2 minutes before centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 minutes. Supernatants were loaded onto gels after adding SDS loading buffer (4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.004% bromophenol blue and 0.125 M Tris HCl, pH approx. 6.8) and heating to 100°C for 5mins. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set. Delayed fluorescence was performed as reported previously\(^51\).

**Drosophila melanogaster**—Canton-S (CS) wild-type flies and congenic *per*\(^{01}\) and *Clk*\(^{bck}\) mutants were raised on standard medium at 25°C in 12h:12h light-dark (LD 12:12) cycles and their behavioural phenotypes validated using DAM5 activity monitors (TriKinetics, Waltham, MA)\(^52\). Adult male flies were entrained for an additional three days in light boxes at 25°C prior to transfer into constant darkness (DD) at 25°C. Flies were harvested over two circadian cycles every 4 h, their heads dissociated on dry ice in the light, and these frozen at -80°C until use. Protein was extracted from \(n=20\) fly heads per time-point in CHAPS/Urea buffer (8 M urea, 4% w/w CHAPS, 5 mM magnesium acetate, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0)) with Complete protease inhibitors (Roche)\(^53\). Samples were ground in a 1.5ml microfuge tube with a miniature pestle, and then protein assays (Bio-rad RC DC kit) performed to correct for any variability in protein concentration. Protein-adjusted supernatants were loaded onto
gels after adding appropriate volumes of 4X LDS loading buffer (Invitrogen) to bring the final concentration to 2X, and then heating to 70°C for 10 mins. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set.

**Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1**—Wild type *Halobacterium salinarum* NRC-1 was cultured from a single colony in Complete Medium (CM) at 37°C with shaking at 125 rpm (Innova Waterbath, New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ)\(^54\). We performed experiments using \(n=3\) different starting colonies (biological replicates). Cells were incubated under entrainment conditions for five days (12:12 LD cycle; daylight was simulated with full spectrum light at 150 \(\mu\)E m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) prior to sampling. Post-entrainment, samples (2 ml) were collected every 4 h for three days in continuous light, at constant cell density. The cell density was maintained by replacing a fixed volume of the culture with equivalent fresh CM (30-80 mls) every 4 h \(^{55}\). Absorbance at 600nm (OD\(_{600}\)) was recorded at each time-point, prior to dilution, to determine how much medium to add, and to also calculate cell numbers for lysate preparation. As previously described, comparative analysis with a similarly processed control culture discounted any unaccounted perturbations that could have been introduced by this periodic dilution\(^{54}\). Cell pellets were harvested by centrifugation at 1600 rcf for 2 min, decanted, flash-frozen in liquid N\(_2\) and stored at −80°C until protein extraction. Cell pellets were lysed with 2X denaturing LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen) without reducing agent. Total protein was normalised by the addition of 2X LDS sample buffer on the basis of cell numbers in each sample (determined from OD\(_{600}\) measurements). Lysates were then passed through a 27g x ½ inch needle by syringing (to reduce viscosity of the samples), prior to heating to 70°C for 10 mins to fully denature proteins before loading on gels. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set.

**Mus musculus**—All animal experimentation was licensed by the Home Office under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, with Local Ethical Review by the Medical Research Council and the University of Cambridge.

**For free-run liver experiments:** Liver tissue was harvested from \(n=4\) adult male C57Bl/6 mice once every 3 h on the second cycle after transfer from 12L:12DR to DR:DR (L, light \([220 \mu W \text{ cm}^{-2}]\) and DR, dim red light \([\leq 5 \mu W \text{ cm}^{-2}]\)) and immediately frozen and then stored at -80°C prior to use. Prior to sampling, animals were stably entrained to a 12 h L: 12 h DR cycle for 3-4 weeks. Lysates were prepared in denaturing 2X LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen) with 1:10 \(\beta\)-mercaptoethanol to a final protein concentration 2 \(\mu\)g/ul, and heated to 70°C for 10 mins prior to loading on gels. 10 \(\mu\)g protein per lane was loaded for immunoblotting.

**For SCN organotypic slice culture experiments:** Wild-type, ~ 10 day old pups on a PER2:LUC, C57BL/6 genetic background\(^{56}\) were used for experiments. Brains were removed from pups and sectioned at 300 \(\mu\)m with a McIlwain ‘Tissue Chopper’. Slices were sorted and trimmed to contain principally SCN tissue and placed onto a Millipore membrane insert (PICMORG) for culture at 37°C in 5% CO\(_2\) as described previously\(^{57}\). Slices were transferred to 1.1 ml HEPES buffered medium with 100 \(\mu\)M beetle luciferin (Promega)\(^{58}\) in a glass-bottomed Petri dish sealed with a coverslip and vacuum grease. Total bioluminescence was recorded with Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube assemblies housed in a light-tight 37 °C incubator and recordings were expressed as counts per second integrated over 6 min sample bins\(^{59}\). SCN slices were harvested “around the clock” every 4 h according to the phase of the PER2:LUC bioluminescence cycle. CT0 was operationally defined as the nadir in bioluminescence signal, and CT12 was taken to be at the peak.
Individual SCN slices (n=3 per time-point) were immersed in 50 μl 2X LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen), and heated to 70°C for 10 mins prior to loading on gels. 10 μl of lysate per lane was loaded for immunoblotting. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set.

**Neurospora crassa**—We used the following strains: ‘wild type’ (bd, matA FGSC#1858), frq10 (bd;frq10, matA FGSC#7490), frq7 (bd;frq7, matA FGSC#4898) and PRX-KO (NCU06031, matA FGSC#20012). All strains were maintained on Vogel’s minimal media with 1.5% sucrose as a carbon source. Strain manipulation and growth media followed standard procedures. For circadian experiments, cultures were initiated by inoculating 10⁶ conidia in 25 ml of 1X Vogel’s medium containing 2% glucose, 0.5% arginine, 10 ng ml⁻¹ biotin and 0.2% Tween 80. Plates were incubated under constant light for 36 h at 30°C. Disks (1.2 cm diameter) were cut from the cohesive mycelial pad and three disks were placed in each of a series of 50 ml tubes (or 100 ml flasks) containing 30 ml (or 50 ml) of 1X Vogel’s medium with 0.03% glucose, 0.05% arginine and 10 ng ml⁻¹ biotin. These were incubated at 25 °C under constant light for at least 2 h before staggered transfers to constant darkness (25°C) with shaking at 150 rpm. Mycelia were then harvested at 4 h intervals, dried on paper, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Harvests were consolidated over 8 h to control for development/age of the tissue. All manipulations in the dark were performed under safe red light. For immunoblot analysis, tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen with a mortar and pestle and suspended in ice-cold extraction buffer (50 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 137 mMNaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM EDTA containing 50 μg ml⁻¹ phenylmethyl-sulphonylfluoride (PMSF), 3 μg ml⁻¹ leupeptin and 3 μg ml⁻¹ pepstatin A and a phosphatase inhibitors cocktail [PhosSTOP, Roche]) at a ratio of 0.5 ml of buffer per 0.5 ml of mycelia powder. For immunoblotting, an antiserum directed against human PRX6 (1-Cys) was employed since no typical 2-Cys PRXs are annotated in the N. crassa genome to date, and thus antibody specificity could not otherwise be assured. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set.

**Ostreococcus tauri**—Ostreococcus tauri cells were cultured as previously described and entrained in a 12:12 light-dark cycle of blue light (17.5 μEm⁻²s⁻¹, Lee lighting filter 724) at a constant temperature of 20 °C. Cultures of the arrhythmic TSL8 line (TOC1-overexpressing) and its parent line CCA1-LUC were transferred into constant light at ZT0 and sampled every 4h for three days. 5 ml of cells were chilled on ice and pelleted at 4,500 g for 10 minutes. The resulting pellet was re-suspended in 50 μl sea water, and cells were lysed by adding 50 μl of 2X extraction buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, LUC-1 kit) and then 100 μl SDS loading buffer (4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.004% bromphenol blue and 0.125 M TrisHCl, pH approx. 6.8) whilst vortexing vigorously. Samples were heated to 100°C for 5 mins to denature proteins before loading on gels. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set. For H₂O₂ treatment, cells were incubated for 30 minutes at the stated concentrations diluted in artificial sea water under normal culture conditions prior to lysis (described above).

**Synechococcus elongatus**—The cyanobacterial strains used were Synechococcus elongatus PCC7942 wild type (AMC149) and ΔKaiA mutant (AMC702). Cells were grown with aeration in constant light (LL) of 100 μE m⁻² s⁻¹ at 30 °C until the optical density at 730 nm (OD₇₃₀) of culture reached 0.3. The OD₇₃₀ was maintained between 0.27 and 0.45 by dilution with fresh BG-11 medium. The culture was exposed to 12 h of constant darkness (DD) to synchronize the circadian clock, and then returned to LL. At 4 h intervals...
under LL, cells were harvested, immediately frozen, and stored at −80 °C. Samples were prepared for immunoblotting as described previously. Equal protein loading was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining of gels loaded with equal volumes of lysate from each time-point in each replicate set. A single knockout for the 2-Cys PRX gene was generated by inserting an expression cassette for the kanamycin resistance gene into the EcoRI site near the N-terminal coding region of the gene. For bioluminescence recordings, psbA::luxAB was used as a reporter, using previously described protocols.

The period of all the PRX knockout strain showed no significant difference to that of WT. For H$_2$O$_2$ treatment, cells were incubated for 30 minutes at 1 mM H$_2$O$_2$ vs. vehicle prior to cell collection.

**Gel Electrophoresis and Western Blotting**

We used NuPAGE Novex 4–12% Bis-Tris gradient gels (Life Technologies), and ran them using the manufacturer’s protocol with a non-reducing MES SDS buffer system, allowing characterization of proteins between 10–260 kDa. Protein transfer to nitrocellulose for blotting was performed using the iBlot system (Life Technologies), with a standard (P3, 7 min) protocol. Nitrocellulose was then washed briefly, and then blocked for 30 min in 0.5% w/w BSA/non-fat dried milk (Marvel) in Tris buffered saline/0.05% Tween-20 (TBST). After three brief washes in TBST, membranes were incubated in antibody diluted in blocking buffer (0.5% milk/BSA) overnight at 4 °C. The following day, membranes were washed for 5 min three times (in TBST) and then incubated with 1:10,000 HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. Four more 10-min washes were then performed before performing chemiluminescence detection using Immobilon reagent (Millipore), or ECL Plus reagent (GE Healthcare). To check protein loading was even in the gels, they were stained with Coomassie SimplyBlue (Life Technologies). Antisera against peroxiredoxins were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, UK) and used at the following dilutions (PRX-SO$_2$/3, ab16830 1:10,000 and PRX1, ab59538 1:2,000) in blocking buffer. Rabbit anti-Bmal1 antiserum was used at 1:2,000 in 0.5% BSA (Santa Cruz Antibodies, sc-48790). Rabbit anti-PER or anti-TIM were used at 1:10,000 dilution in blocking buffer. Anti-PER and anti-TIM were kindly provided by Ralf Stanewsky (Queen Mary College, London, UK) and Francois Rouyer (Gif-sur-Yvette, University of Paris, France) respectively. A mouse monoclonal β-actin antibody (Santa Cruz Antibodies, sc-47778) was used at 1:5,000 in 0.5% milk/BSA. Mouse anti-FRQ antibody was used at a dilution of 1:40 in blocking buffer. Anti-KaiC antiserum was used as described previously.

**Phylogenetic analyses**

We used the Mirrortree online server, using input FASTA sequences for human PRDX2 (GenBank: CAG46588.1) and compared this serially to *Synechococcus elongatus* PCC 7942 proteins: KaiA (GenBank: AAM82684.1), KaiB (GenBank: AAM82685.1) and KaiC (GenBank: AAM82686.1). Similar analyses were performed for KaiC comparisons with other conserved bacterial proteins. Interspecies plots were generated, which contain a simplified representation of the correlation between the inter-protein distances in phylogenetic trees for each protein being compared.

The Mirrortree web server implements the Mirrortree algorithm for calculating the tree similarity between two protein families, which has been demonstrated to be a good predictor of the interaction or functional relationships between them. Phylogenetic trees are obtained from these alignments with the neighbor-joining (NJ) algorithm implemented in ClustalW using bootstrap (100 repetitions) and excluding gaps for the calculation. The distance matrices are obtained by summing the branch lengths that separate each pair of proteins in the tree. Instead of calculating the complete matrices, only the proteins of
organisms present in both trees are used. The similarity of trees between the two families is calculated as the correlation between their distance matrices according to the equation:

$$r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (R_i - \bar{R})(S_i - \bar{S})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (R_i - \bar{R})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_i - \bar{S})^2}}$$

where:
- $n$ is the number of elements of the matrices, that is, $n = (N^2 - N)/2$
- $N$ is the number of common organisms
- $R_i$ are the elements of the first distance matrix
- $S_i$ is the corresponding value for the second matrix
- $\bar{R}$ and $\bar{S}$ are the mean values of $R_i$ and $S_i$, respectively.

Correlation coefficients obtained for analyses of KaiC distance vs other conserved bacterial proteins (including KaiB, C and PRX2) were compared by converting them to a normally distributed metric using Fisher’s $r$-to-$z$ transformation:

$$r' = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left| \frac{1+r}{1-r} \right|$$

where:
- $r$ is the Mirrortree correlation coefficient
- $r'$ is the Fisher-transformed correlation coefficient

Transformed coefficients ($r'$) were then compared to each other to generate the test statistic, $z$:

$$z = \frac{r'_1 - r'_2}{\sqrt{\frac{1}{N_1-3} + \frac{1}{N_2-3}}}$$

where:
- $r'_1$ is the first Fisher-transformed correlation coefficient
- $r'_2$ is the second Fisher-transformed correlation coefficient
- $N_1$ is number of common organisms in the first correlation
- $N_2$ is number of common organisms in the second correlation

We computed $z$ with $r'_1$ representing the KaiC-PRX2 correlation coefficient, obtaining negative values for higher correlations, and positive values for lower ones (see Supplementary Table S8 and Supplementary Fig. S6); $p$ values were then computed using standard tables (http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/rdiff.html).

**Image and statistical analysis**

Coomassie-stained gel images were obtained using a Licor Odyssey system, and immunoblot films were scanned using a back-illuminated flat-bed scanner. Densitometric quantification of images was performed using NIH ImageJ software. Signal was normalised against the respective loading control for each replicate at each time-point for grouped data. Sine curve fitting was performed using Circwave software, using an harmonic regression.
method, and ANOVA was also performed as an independent measure of temporal variation. Statistical comparisons between MirrorTree correlation coefficients were performed as detailed above.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. The peroxiredoxin active site is highly conserved in all domains of life

a, Multiple sequence alignment showing peroxiredoxin amino acid sequences. The highly conserved active site is underlined. Representatives shown from Eukaryota (Ot=Ostreococcus tauri; At=Arabidopsis thaliana; Hs=Homo sapiens; Mm=Mus musculus; Ce=Caenorhabditis elegans; Sc=Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Dm=Drosophila melanogaster; Nc=Neurospora crassa), Bacteria (Se=Synechococcus elongatus PCC7942) and Archaea (Has=Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1).

b, Critical residues in the active site of 2-Cys peroxiredoxins (in bold) are conserved in all organisms. Structures were derived from human PRX-V (PDB code: 1HD2) and human PRDX2 (PDB code: 1QMV), and modified with PyMOL to show the predicted structure for archaeal peroxiredoxin (HyrA, Genbank Accession: NP_280562.1).
Figure 2. Peroxiredoxin oxidation cycles are conserved in eukaryotic models of the circadian clock

Representative immunoblots probed for oxidised/hyperoxidised 2-Cys peroxiredoxin (PRX-SO$_2$/3 or PRX6-SO$_2$/3) are shown for a, mouse (Mus musculus), b, fly (Drosophila melanogaster), and c, fungus (Neurospora crassa). For each model system, the organism was sampled under free-running conditions. Loading controls show either β-actin immunoblots or Coomassie Blue stained gels loaded with identical samples used for immunoblotting. Immunoblot quantification by densitometry is shown below each panel (mean ± SEM) for n=3 biological replicates. See Supplementary Fig. S2 for plant rhythms, and Supplementary Table S9 for cycle period estimates (by harmonic regression) and detailed statistics (by ANOVA).
Figure 3. Peroxiredoxin oxidation cycles are conserved in prokaryotic models of the circadian clock

Representative immunoblots probed for oxidised/hyperoxidised 2-Cys peroxiredoxin (PRX-SO$_{2/3}$) are shown for a, bacteria (Synechococcus elongatus PCC7942), and b, archaea (Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1). Prior to sampling under free-running conditions (constant light, LL), cyanobacteria were synchronised with a 12 hr dark pulse whereas archaea were stably entrained to 12 hr light: 12 hr dark cycles. Loading controls show Coomassie Blue stained gels loaded with identical samples used for immunoblotting. Immunoblot quantification by densitometry is shown below each panel (mean ± SEM) for n=3 biological replicates. See Supplementary Table S9 for cycle period estimates and detailed statistics. P=phosphorylated KaiC; NP=non-phosphorylated KaiC.
Figure 4. Peroxiredoxin oxidation cycles in circadian clock mutants
Representative immunoblots probed for oxidised/hyperoxidised peroxiredoxin (PRX-SO$_2$/3 or PRX6-SO$_2$/3) are shown for a, fly (Drosophila melanogaster) and b, fungus (Neurospora crassa). For each model system, organisms were sampled under free-running conditions (constant darkness, DD). Loading controls show either β-actin immunoblots or Coomassie Blue stained gels loaded with identical samples used for immunoblotting. Immunoblot quantification by densitometry is shown below each panel (mean ± SEM) for n=3 biological replicates. See Supplementary Table S9 for cycle period estimates (by harmonic regression) and detailed statistics (by ANOVA), as well as Supplementary Fig. S10 for TIM and FRQ immunoblots for fly and fungus respectively.
Figure 5. Relationships between peroxiredoxins and the cyanobacterial Kai-based oscillator

a, Representative immunoblots for oxidised/hyperoxidised 2-Cys peroxiredoxin (PRX-SO$_{2/3}$) are shown for wild-type (WT; strain AMC149) and KaiA deletion mutant (ΔKaiA; strain AMC702) cyanobacteria. Immunoblot quantification by densitometry is shown below each panel (mean ± SEM), n=3 biological replicates. See Supplementary Table S9 for detailed analysis.

b, Bioluminescence traces for cyanobacteria cultures of wild-type (WT) or 2-Cys peroxiredoxin knockout strains (Δ2-Cys PRX), as reported by psbAlp::luxAB$^{49}$. c, Co-evolution of cyanobacteria oscillator components and peroxiredoxin proteins. Interspecies plots correlate inter-protein distances between Kai proteins and 2-Cys peroxiredoxin$^{41,50}$. $r$=correlation coefficient ($P<1\times10^{-6}$). See Supplementary Table S8 and Supplementary Fig. S4-6 for details.
Figure 6. Phylogenetic origins of circadian oscillatory systems

A timeline is shown at the top of the schematic (billion years ago, Bya), with the geological era illustrated with a coloured background. A schematic phylogenetic tree shows the origins of each organism studied, stemming from the last universal common ancestor (LUCA). The putative epoch over which each oscillator system has existed is illustrated by the labelled bars. ROS, reactive oxygen species; PRX, peroxiredoxin; SOD, superoxide dismutase; CK1/2, casein kinase 1 or 2; GSK3, glycogen synthase kinase 3.